Summer 1

Topic- Life Cycles

Phonics – phase 3 and 4

29th
April
-3rd May

We aim to read with your
child every week.
Books will be changed
Mondays and Fridays if the
book has been read at home.

Maths Mastery
Children count reliably with numbers
from one to 20, place them in order and
say which number is one more or one less
than a given number. Using quantities and
objects, they add and subtract two
single-digit numbers and count on or back
to find the answer. They solve problems,
including doubling, halving and sharing.
(Maths / Numbers ELG)
They explore characteristics of everyday
objects and shapes and use mathematical
language to describe them. (ELG SSM)

Literacy
Children use their phonic
knowledge to write words in ways
which match their spoken sounds.
They also write some irregular
common words. They write simple
sentences which can be read by
themselves and others. Some
words are spelt correctly and
others are phonetically plausible.
(LIT / ELG)

Unit 13 Doubling and halving

The very hungry
caterpillar:

u To explore the concept of doubles
u To explore the concept of half
u To explore the relationship between
double and half.

v Children are to think about
what happens in the story
and begin to acknowledge
the lifecycle of a butterfly.
v Children are to create a fact
file on either a caterpillar or
butterfly.
vRecap the days of the week
by following the caterpillar and
what he eats on each day.

PE will be every Tuesday and Friday
morning this term.

RE
New Life
(UW/ Exceeding ELG)
Understand that different
people have different
beliefs, attitudes, customs
and traditions and why it is
important to treat them with
respect.

R5:1
New Life
Begin to understand
that we celebrate
Easter because Jesus
rose from the dead.
Be aware that at
Easter we celebrate
Jesus is with us.

Topic
Life Cycles
Children make observations
of animals and plants and
explain why some things
occur, and talk about
changes. ELG UW

Life cycle of a
butterfly.
Children to observe
the caterpillars
changing into
bu#erﬂies.
Healthy eating and
making fruit salads.

Maths Mastery

7th -10th May
(Bank holiday
Monday)

13th -17th
May

Unit 14 shape and
pattern

u To be able to sort 2D
shapes on the basis of
one and two criteria.
u To be able to sort 3D
shapes on the basis of
one and two criteria.
u To recognise, complete
and create patterns using
2D and 3D shapes.
Unit 15 Addition and
Subtraction
u To add combining two
groups
u To see subtraction as
partitioning into two sets
and taking away.
u To solve problems
including doubling and
halving.

Literacy

‘Tadpole’s Promise by Jeanne
Willis Children write an
alternative ending to the
story.
Reading non fiction books
about life cycles.
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RE
Sorrow and
Joy

Topic

R5:2 Jesus is Alive
Begin to understand
that Jesus gives a
special gift of joy and
peace.
Think of how we can
give this peace and
joy to others.

Life Cycle of a
frog. Trip to the
pond to see if
there are any
tadpoles or
frogs.
Tadpoles in
class?

R5:3
Jesus goes back to
heaven
Know the story of
Jesus going back to
heaven. Be aware
that Jesus is still
with us.

Life cycles of a
sunflower and
bean plant.
Planting beans
and sunflowers.

Maths Mastery

20th-23rd
May
Friday 24th
Inset Day

Unit 15 Addition and
Subtraction
u To add combining two
groups
u To see subtraction as
partitioning into two sets
and taking away.
u To solve problems
including doubling and
halving.

Literacy

The Little Red Hen
v Children to make a lifecycle of
a chicken using different
materials and label it.
vInstructions on how to hatch a
chick. First you, then you, finally...
Etc.

RE
Sorrow and
Joy
R5:4
Mary our
Mother
Know that Mary
is the Mother
of Jesus and
our Mother.
Think of ways to
show our love
foe Mary.

Topic

Life Cycle of a
chicken. Getting
ready for the eggs to
arrive after half
term!

